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EMU Graduate Assistant and Doctoral Fellow Award Policies 
May 2016 

 

Once appointed as a Graduate Assistant (GA) or Doctoral Fellow (DF), go to www.emich.edu/newhires to complete the new 
hire paperwork. 

 

Both Graduate Assistantships (GA) and Doctoral Fellow (DF) are recognized awards. Students may receive a full GA/DF 

Position, which includes up to 18 (23 DF) credit hours of tuition waiver over an academic year and a financial stipend. A part-
time GA/DF award allows for a portion of student tuition to be waived. A part-time award includes up to 9 credit hours of tuition 

waiver over the Fall/Winter semester and a stipend. Courses taken below the 500 level will not be eligible for reimbursement 

under the GA/DF tuition waiver benefit, unless the courses are included in the program of study for a 150-credit hour, dual 

degree, bachelor-master program. 

 

Full-time Graduate Assistant/Doctoral Fellow  appointments (average 20 hours/week) 

A full-time GA/DF appointment entitles a student 9 credit hours (12 DF) of tuition waiver per semester, with a limit of 18 
credit hours (23 DF) per academic year. Students must be enrolled in no fewer than 6 credit hours Fall and Winter semesters. If 

there are any credit hours remaining in the 18 credit hour (23 DF) award, the remaining hour(s) can be used for 

Spring/Summer courses in the same academic year. 
 

Note: GA/DF will receive no more than 9 credit hours (12 DF) of tuition waiver in a single semester, regardless of how many 

appointments are given during that time period. If the GA/DF is not reappointed, is terminated for the following semester, or 

voluntarily resigns from the assistantship and has not used all the credit hours of tuition waiver from the employed semester, the 
unused credit hours of waiver are forfeited. 

 

This award covers tuition, differential tuition, and provides a stipend. It does not cover registration fees, mandatory fees, late 
payment fees, new student record initiation fee, nor program fees. 

 

 

Half-time Graduate Assistant/Doctoral Fellow appointments (average 10 hours/week) A part-time GA/DF entitles a 
student 5 credit hours of tuition waiver in the Fall semester and 4 credit hours in the Winter semester (6 each DF), with a 

limit of 9 credit hours (12 DF) in total during the Fall/Winter semesters.  No tuition waiver is available during the 

Spring/Summer semester. This is a 

partial award. To be eligible for this award, students must be enrolled in a minimum of 6 credit hours in the Fall and 6 credit 
hours in the Winter. 

 

This award covers partial tuition, differential tuition, and provides a stipend. It does not cover additional tuition, registration 

fees, mandatory fees, late payment fees, new student record initiation fee, nor program fees. 
 

Drop/Add or Withdrawal from a Class 

University policy does not cover tuition for courses from which a GA/DF drops or withdraws after the time period allotted for 
100% tuition reimbursement. If a GA/DF drops or withdraws from classes after the published deadline, the student will be held 

responsible for payment of tuition and differential tuition. The semester Class Schedule book 

(http://www.emich.edu/registrar/registration_info/withdrawing.php) identifies the 100% withdrawal/drop date. Students may 

request an exception to this policy for medical reasons or hardship. Exceptions are granted at the discretion of the Dean of the 
Graduate School. 

 

To clarify this policy, the following examples are provided: 

• If a GA/DF officially withdraws/drops a class within the timeframe for 100% reimbursement, the student is NOT liable 
for tuition and differential tuition payment. 

http://www.emich.edu/newhires
http://www.emich.edu/registrar/registration_info/withdrawing.php)
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• If a GA/DF withdraws after the deadline for any reimbursement after working for a third of the semester, the GA/DF 

will be charged the 67% adjusted rate. 

 

Fees and Courses that the Graduate School Will Not Pay 

The student is responsible for paying all fees, including the registration fee, late payment fees, new student record 

initiation fees, program fees and all other mandatory fees. 

 
Courses taken for recreation or vocational reasons will not be eligible for reimbursement under the GA/DF tuition waiver 

benefit. 

 

Courses taken below the 500 level will not be eligible for reimbursement under the GA/DF tuition waiver. The only exception is 
the courses that are included in the program of study for a 150-credit hour, dual degree, bachelor’s-master’s program. 

 

 

Tuition Waiver 

Full-time GA/DF: A maximum of 18 credit hours (23 DF) of credit hours are covered for full-time GA/DFs appointed over an 
academic year. A total of 9 credit hours (12 DF) of tuition are covered by the assistantship during a given semester. A GA/DF 

cannot exceed more than a full-time appointment in any given semester. It is acceptable to have two part-time appointments; 

however, the student cannot exceed the full-time award. 

 
Full-time GA/DF: If the full-tuition entitlement is not used during the Fall and Winter semesters combined, then up to 6 hours 

of unused tuition waiver may be used during the current academic year’s Spring/Summer term. A student does not have to be 

appointed (work) as a GA/DF during the Spring/Summer period in order to use their remaining credit-hour award. Note: 
credit hours from one academic year cannot be carried over to a subsequent academic year. 

 

Full-time GA/DF: All requests to carry over tuition credit from one semester to the subsequent Spring/Summer term (of the 
same academic year) must be made in the form of a response to the formalized tuition waiver survey sent by Human Resources 

via email by May 30. No late requests will be considered. 

 

Part-time GA/DF: Part-time GA/DF must be enrolled in a minimum of 6 credit hours in the semester of their award. It is 
understood that this is a partial award with only 5 credit hours in the Fall and 4 credit hours in the Winter waived. The 

remaining costs for one or more credit hours is the responsibility of the student. 

 
To maintain the award, GA/DF employees must enroll in and complete a minimum of 6 credit hours per individual semester. 

(Because auditing a course generates no academic credit, the GA/DF tuition award does not pay for audited courses.) 

 

If a GA/DF voluntarily resigns or is terminated at any time during a semester, the GA/DF automatically gives up any rights to 
any tuition support for that or subsequent semesters. Prorated tuition awards are at the discretion of the Graduate School. No 

credits of remaining tuition will be carried over to any subsequent semester. 

 
Graduate Assistants in their final semester of their program may petition for continuation with less than six credit hours.  This 

exception is granted by the Graduate School Dean. 

 

Doctoral Fellows may petition for exception to this policy once coursework is completed and they are in the 
dissertation/research phase of their program. This exception request should be directed to the Graduate School Dean. 

 

File Review 

By federal regulation, some student aid applicant files must be reviewed for accuracy of financial information reported. If 

selected for file review, the Office of Financial Aid will request additional documentation including, but not limited to, most 

recent federal income tax return (1040), W-2 and a Verification Worksheet that requests information such as child support paid 
or received, Social Security benefits and income credits. All documents must be received and reviewed by Financial Aid staff 

prior to processing student loans and earning College Work-Study GA/DF wages. 

 

Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) 

Federal regulations require the Office of Financial Aid to monitor the academic progress of all students toward degree 

completion. Academic progress is measured using three factors: GPA, number of credit hours taken and the percent of credit 
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hours completed with a passing grade. 

 
Failure to maintain SAP will result in cancelation of eligibility to receive funds from federal, state or University programs. A 

copy of the SAP Policy is available at the Office of Financial Aid (http://www.emich.edu/finaid/) and online. 

 

Reappointment, Academic Probation and Continuation 

In order to be reappointed or continued on a graduate appointment from semester to semester, one must meet the following 

Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP): The GA/DF must have maintained a cumulative 3.0 or "B" average and have provided 

satisfactory performance as a graduate employee (Please note: individual department requirements for reappointment will 
vary.) Also a 67% course completion rate must be maintained. 

 

Any GA/DF failing to maintain a cumulative 3.0 GPA is automatically placed on academic probation and is subject to removal 
from the assistantship. No graduate student currently on academic probation may be appointed or reappointed to a GA/DF award. 

 

Students who fail to maintain a cumulative 3.0 ("B") graduate grade-point average for any semester while on assistantship and/or 
whose duties have not been performed in a satisfactory manner will not be reappointed for the following semester. Stipend and 

tuition waiver benefits will be terminated. 

 

F-1 and J-1 Visas 
Students on an F-1 and J-1 visa can only work a maximum of 20 hours per week, which is the usual full- time load for a GA/DF. 

Should a student with an F1 or J1 visa be offered a position that requires a 29- hour work week, such as an adjunct professor, 

specialty project, etc., prior permission must be granted from the Office of International Students and Scholars (OISS). The 
Office of International Students and Scholars allows a GA/DF or student worker an additional 9 hours accounted for as CPT on 

top of the 20 work hours. 

 

Curricular Practical Training (CPT) 

The Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) will grant F-1 and J-1 visa-carrying students a Curricular 

Practical Training (CPT) after completing one full academic year. Being granted a CPT will allow a student to work off campus 

as long as the employment is in a field related to the student's major. CPTs can be full or part-time work. Permission must be 
obtained from the Office of International Students and Scholars (OISS) and the employment detail is printed on the I-20. 

http://www.emich.edu/finaid/)
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EMU Process Guide 
 

How to request a Graduate Employment posting 
 

 
 

Important Notes – 
Graduate employment (GA, TA and DF) job postings are hosted on EMU’s career page, found at emich.edu/hr. 

Each posting is processed through the NEOGOV system. All advertisements must have an end date established 
prior to posting. New applications will be released to the hiring manager every Wednesday that the posting 
remains live. 

 
Graduate employment postings are requested by departments through the NEOGOV system, following the steps 
below. In order to request NEOGOV access, simply send an email to Ginny Bender at ginny.bender@emich.edu. 
An email will be sent to the requester via the NEOGOV system at that point to prompt account setup. 

 
 

1) Log in to the NEOGOV system using one’s full email address as the username, as well as the password established upon the creation 
of the NEOGOV account. If a password is lost, either request a reset email via the NEOGOV portal or send an email request for 
password reset to the HR Coordinator. 

 
2) Ensure that OHC is the currently active side of NEOGOV, as opposed to Insight. You can check this by looking at the blue box icon in 

the top left next to the NEOGOV logo--if the letters in the box read ‘OHC’ move on to Step 3. If they read 'IN' hover the cursor over the 
blue box and select ‘OHC’ from the drop-down menu. 

 
3) Click on the “+” button in the top-right of the screen, then click Requisition in the drop-down. 

 

 
 

4) See the graphic and field instructions on the following page for the top half of the form. 
 

mailto:ginny.bender@emich.edu
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a) Click the magnifying glass to select the Graduate Employment (GS) division code. 
b) Click the magnifying glass to select the proper class spec for the position title (Staff Graduate 

Assistant, Research Graduate Assistant, etc.) you are recruiting for. 
c) Type the working title into this field. 
d) Click the calendar icon to select the desired start date. This will typically be the first day of 

classes. 
e) Click the magnifying glass to select Ginny Bender from the list of options. Note that the Hiring 

Manager role is the role of the NEOGOV administrator for the posting, not the actual decision 
maker for the hire. 

f) Click the arrows to select Graduate Assistant or Doctoral Fellow from the drop-down menu. 
g) Click the arrows to bring up the drop-down menu and click Regular. 
h) Type in the number of vacancies you are recruiting for within this class spec. 
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a) Select whether or not the PCN is newly generated (Yes), or if it has been used previously (No), 

then click the “Add Position Detail” button to generate the b-e fields. 
b) Enter the PCN. 
c) Click the calendar icon, and enter the date the position either became vacant, or that the PCN 

was created (if new). 
d) Enter the previous incumbent’s first name. If you indicated that the PCN is new, this field will 

not appear. 
e) Enter the previous incumbent’s last name. If you indicated that the PCN is new, this field will 

not appear. 
f) Enter any specific details you would like to see included in the posting. 

 
5) Next, set up your Approval Workflow as shown below. 
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a) Select HR Approval as the lone approval step. 
b) Select Ginny Bender as the approver. 
c) Click Add Approval Step, then click Save & Continue to Next Step in the top right. 

 
6) On the screen that follows, feel (optionally) free to include any attachments with additional information. 

 
7) Click Save & Submit to finalize the requisition and release it for approval(s).  
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EMU Process Guide 
 

How to begin a hire E-PAF 
 

 
 

Important Note – 
The E-PAF process is a collaborative effort among professionals spanning the department of the Originator, the 
Graduate School, Grants Accounting, University Budget, Human Resources, Payroll and others. However, the most 
dynamic role involved is that of the Originator. As evidenced within this document, it is the responsibility of the 
Originator to ensure that E-PAFs are entered timely and correctly, as well as seeing that approvals are 
given within the necessary time constraints in which E-PAFs operate. Accuracy prevents E-PAFs from being 
voided or returned for correction, and timely entry helps to ensure that the graduate employee in question receives 
their benefits when they are needed. A graduate employee cannot be paid, receive their graduate employee tuition 
waiver, parking pass or any other benefits entailed in being a graduate employee of Eastern Michigan University 
until all E-PAF approvals are complete. 

 
 

1) Log in to My.Emich and select the Employee tab. Next, click the ‘Electronic Personnel Action Forms’ link. 

 

 
 

2) Click ‘New EPAF.’ 

 
3) Enter the hire’s EID into the ID field, and hit Enter. This should populate the hire’s name into the right-hand ID field. 
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4) The Query Date populates the beginning Jobs Effective Date on the E-PAF. Note that the current day in which you are entering the E- 
PAF will automatically populate into the Query Date field, which is very unlikely to be the date that should be used. Please see the rules 
below to determine what date should be used. 

a) If the appointment has not yet begun: Use the first day of the appointment’s beginning pay period, using the Student 
Payroll Calendar. For example, if the semester in question’s first student & GA pay has the date brackets 01/03/2016 – 
01/16/2016, the date to use would be 01/03/2016. 

b) If the appointment has already begun (this should not happen): Use the first day of the earliest unpaid pay period 
(typically the pay period currently in progress). This is another situation in which the Student Payroll Calendar should be 
used. For example, in a sample scenario, BS2 is the first student and GA pay of the Winter semester (using the date 
brackets from 4a). However, it is 01/19/2016 (a couple days into BS3, which has the date brackets 01/17/2016 – 
01/30/2016) and your GA’s E-PAF has not yet been entered. Despite the fact that your GA may have begun work on 
01/06/2016, you will want to use the Query Date 01/17/2016, as that is the first day of the earliest unpaid pay period. 
There will be a field later in the process to record when the GA in question actually started working in order to process the 
backpay. 

5) Select the Approval Category from the drop-down menu. Approval Categories are essentially the method of telling the system what 
action you are wishing to take. Note that these actions are general and shared across GA, TA and DF employees, as the PCN 
(Position Control Number), submitted later, is what tells the system what sort of graduate position you are hiring for. See below for an 
explanation of the common Approval Categories. 

a) Grad School Hire, GAHIR: This is the standard hire Approval Category. This is the action to use if your new hire is not 
grant funded and has never been placed within the PCN you intend to use. 

b) Grad School Hire Grant, GAHIRG: This is the Approval Category to use if your new hire (again, GA, TA or DF, it does 
not matter at this point), has never been placed within the PCN you intend to use, but is grant funded. 

c) Grad School Rehire, GARHR: This is the Approval Category to use if your hire has ever been placed within the PCN you 
intend to use, grant funded or not. Even if there has been a gap of several years, if the hire has been placed within the 
PCN in question in the past, GARHR is still the correct Approval Category to use. 

d) Grad School Rehire Grant, GARHRG: This is the Approval Category to use if your new hire has been placed within 
the PCN you intend to use, but is grant funded. 

e) Grad School Termination, GATRM: This is the Approval Category to use if an end date is being applied to a graduate 
employee who is not grant funded. 

f) Grad School Termination Grant, GATRMG: This is the Approval Category to use if an end date is being applied to a 
graduate employee who is grant funded. 

6) Once the Approval Category is selected, all current job assignments should appear toward the bottom of the screen. Also worth 
nothing is the ‘All Jobs’ button, which will display all past jobs held within EMU. Ensure that the appointment being entered does not 
conflict with any current or past assignments (see the Graduate School policies section), and click ‘Go.’ 

7) The screen that follows should display all current job assignments once more, in addition to a blank line at the top awaiting your 
entry. Click the magnifying glass icon. 

 

 
 

8) On the next screen, enter the PCN into the Position Number field and hit Enter. This should cause the PCN’s relevant information to 
appear at the bottom of the screen. Verify the information is correct, and click the PCN in the newly populated row. If the information is 
not correct, reach out to University Budget for clarification / correction. 
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9) Once the screen returns to the ‘New EPAF Job Selection’ menu, the PCN should now appear in the ‘Position’ field. Ensure that the 

bubble for the newly populated row is filled in, enter ‘00’ in the Suffix column and click ‘Go.’ 
 

 
 
 

10) If you are completing a GAHIR or GAHIRG ePAF, please proceed to page 14. 
 
If you are completing a GARHR or GARHRG ePAF, please skip to page 15.
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EMU Process Guide 
 

Completing a hire E-PAF 

(GAHIR, GAHIRG) 
 

 

 

1) See the diagram and field breakdowns below for the top portion of the E-PAF form. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If entering a rehire ePAF, please take note of the ‘h’ notation below. The Salary Group field is not shown in the 

screenshot, as this field only appears on rehire ePAFs. 

 

 
 

a. Home Organization: This field may pre-populate. If not, simply enter the home organization code associated with the 
given PCN. 

b. The Current Hire Date and Job Begin Date should always match the Query Date. As a note, these fields only appear on hire 
ePAFs, not on rehires or terminations. 

c. An employee can only have one (1) Primary position at a time. The Primary position is often whatever current position began 
first. If your hire has a current Primary position, simply change this field to ‘Secondary’ using the drop-down menu. 

d. Beginning Personnel Date: This field signifies the first actual day worked for the given appointment. This will typically pre- 
populate with an incorrect date, and will need to be corrected. This field is significantly important on occasions in which a hire 
E-PAF is being entered in a pay period after the beginning pay period, as this is the date Payroll uses to calculate any 
necessary backpay. 

e. The Appointment Percentage field functions differently, depending on whether the new hire is a Graduate Assistant, 
Teaching Assistant or Doctoral Fellow. For GA and DF hires, the Appointment Percentage will either be 50% (for part time) 
or 100% (for full time). For TA employees, the Appointment Percentage is calculated using the following formula 11% * 
number of credit hours taught. For example, a TA teaching 3 credit hours would have an Appointment Percentage of 33% 
(11 * 3), while a TA teaching 7 credit hours would have an Appointment Percentage of 77% (11 * 7). 

f. The Annual Salary amount is where the lump stipend amount should be entered. 
g. The Current Value column is only present to display data from a current position for the Originator’s reference. 
h. The Salary Group drop-down window should always be the latter year of an academic year. In other words, a rehire ePAF for 

the 2017-18 academic year must have the Salary Group drop-down menu set to ‘2018 Graduate Assistant’ even if the ePAF is 
being entered in Fall 2017. 

 

2) Once the fields above are complete, skip to page 16. 
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EMU Process Guide 
 

Completing a rehire E-PAF 

(GARHR, GARHRG) 

 

1) See the diagram and field breakdowns below for the top portion of the E-PAF form. 

 

 
 

a. Home Organization: This field may pre-populate. If not, simply enter the home organization code associated with the 
given PCN. 

b. An employee can only have one (1) Primary position at a time. The Primary position is often whatever current position began 
first. If your hire has a current Primary position, simply change this field to ‘Secondary’ using the drop-down menu. 

c. Beginning Personnel Date: This field signifies the first actual day worked for the given appointment. This will typically pre- 
populate with an incorrect date, and will need to be corrected. This field is significantly important on occasions in which a hire 
E-PAF is being entered in a pay period after the beginning pay period, as this is the date Payroll uses to calculate any 
necessary backpay. 

d. The Appointment Percentage field functions differently, depending on whether the new hire is a Graduate Assistant, 
Teaching Assistant or Doctoral Fellow. For GA and DF hires, the Appointment Percentage will either be 50% (for part time) 
or 100% (for full time). For TA employees, the Appointment Percentage is calculated using the following formula 11% * 
number of credit hours taught. For example, a TA teaching 3 credit hours would have an Appointment Percentage of 33% 
(11 * 3), while a TA teaching 7 credit hours would have an Appointment Percentage of 77% (11 * 7). 

e. The Salary Group drop-down window should always be the latter year of an academic year. In other words, a rehire ePAF for 
the 2017-18 academic year must have the Salary Group drop-down menu set to ‘2018 Graduate Assistant’ even if the ePAF is 
being entered in Fall 2017. 

f. The Annual Salary amount is where the lump stipend amount should be entered.  

 

2) Once the fields above are complete, continue to page 16. 
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EMU Process Guide 
 

Finishing a hire or rehire E-PAF 

 

1) Please see the diagram and field breakdowns below for the middle portion of the E-PAF form. 

 

 
 

a. Ensure that both of these Effective Date fields match the Query Date / beginning Jobs Effective Date used above. Failure to 
use the same date will likely result in significant payroll issues. 

b. The funding information should auto-populate in. Simply ensure that this information appears correct, and contact 
University Budget should any concerns arise. 

c. Select ‘480’ from the drop-down box for positions that are not funded by federal work-study. For federal work-study positions, 
select ‘482.’ 

d. Similar to the Appointment Percentage field, the Hours or Units Per Pay field value will depend on several factors related to 
the appointment in question. For 50% (part time) GA and DF positions, enter 20 (approx.. 10 hours per week worked, with 
two weeks in a pay period). For 100% (full time) GA and DF positions, enter 40 (approx.. 20 hours per week worked, with two 
weeks in a pay period). For TA positions, use the following formula: Number of credit hours taught * 2.25 * 2. For example, 
if a TA is teaching 3 credit hours, the Hours or Units Per Pay value would be 13.5 (3 * 2.25 = 6.75; 6.75 * 2 

= 13.5). For a second example, a TA teaching 7 credit hours would have an Hours or Units Per Pay value of 31.5 (7 * 
2.25 = 15.75; 15.75 * 2 = 31.5). 

e. The Special Rate value should be calculated using the following formula: Annual Salary value / number of pay periods in 
the appointment in question / Hours or Units Per Pay value. For example, a full time GA for a single semester 
appointment and an Annual Salary (stipend) value of $3529.60 would have a Special Rate value of $11.03 ($3529.60 / 8 pay 
periods / 40). For another example, consider a TA employee teaching 5 credit hours for a single semester appointment with 
an Annual Salary (stipend) value of $2700. The Special Rate value would be $15 ($2700 / 8 pay periods / 22.5). For a 
refresher regarding the second example, the Hours or Units Per Pay value of 22.5 shown in the equation is calculated as 
follows: 5 credit hours taught * 2.25 = 11.25; 11.25 * 2 = 22.5. 
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2) As in Step 1, see the diagram and field breakdowns below for the bottom portion of the E-PAF form. 

 

 
 

a. The ending Jobs Effective Date will often auto-populate correctly, but should be checked regardless to ensure that the date 
entered is the last date of the final pay period in which the hire will be employed. For example, if the ending pay period 
has a date range of 12/06/2016 – 12/19/2016, 12/19/2016 would be the date to use. It is always a good idea to double 
check dates using the Student Payroll Calendar. 

b. The ending Personnel Date will likely populate correctly as well, but similar to the ending Jobs Effective Date, always double 
check. The ending Personnel Date should be the last day to be worked by the employee. For hire E-PAFs, this is often the 
last day of classes for the semester in which the E-PAF’s appointment ends. 

c. The Routing Queue section will auto-populate from the Default Routing queue. If the Routing Queue is incorrect, attempt to 
add, clear or replace members of the queue by changing the Approval Level drop-down, User Name field and Required Action 
drop-down as appropriate. If this does not work once the E-PAF is saved and/or submitted, the current E-PAF being entered 
should be abandoned and the Default Routing Queue updated (see p. X). Once the Default Routing Queue is updated, re-
enter the E-PAF. 

d. The University Budget (level 45), HR Offices (level 90), Payroll FYI (level 95) and Payroll Apply (level 99) fields are always 
mandatory for graduate employee E-PAFs (be it a hire, termination or appointment change E-PAF). The individuals selected 
for these four mandatory levels will remain the same across all Orgs, whereas the additionally necessary Department/Office 
Approver (level 10) and Dean/Assoc Dean/VP (level 20) approvers will be dependent on the Org in question. Grant funded 
positions should also include a Project Director (level 15) and Grants Accounting (level 17) approver. See below for the 
current individuals required for the four static mandatory levels. 

i. University Budget, 45 – Michelle Campbell (MHADLOCK) – Approve 

ii. HR Offices, 90 – Joshua “Ginny” Bender (JBENDER7) – Approve 
iii. Payroll FYI, 95 – Stephen Miller (SMILL120) – FYI 
iv. Payroll Apply, 99 – Rhonda Linderman (RLINDERMA) – Apply 

 
3) Once Steps 1-6 are complete, simply click Save, then click Submit. Important note: Warning messages will likely appear, which can 

always be ignored. In the event of Error messages however, contact the HR Coordinator (Ginny Bender). 
4) Send an email notification to all listed as Approvers in the Approval Queue to notify that the E-PAF will require their approval soon, if 

not currently. It is important to submit hire E-PAFs at least one month prior to the E-PAF’s effective date, as the approval 
process is often lengthy and may involve several tasks requiring completion by approvers before approvals can be processed. 
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EMU Process Guide 
 

Entering a termination E-PAF 
 

 
 

1) Log in to My.Emich and select the Employee tab. Next, click the ‘Electronic Personnel Action Forms’ link. 

 

 
 

2) Click ‘New EPAF.’ 

 
3) Enter the hire’s EID into the ID field, and hit Enter. This should populate the hire’s name into the right-hand ID field. 

 

 
 

4) The Query Date populates the beginning Jobs Effective Date on the E-PAF. Note that the current day in which you are entering the E- 
PAF will automatically populate into the Query Date field, which is very unlikely to be the date that should be used. Please see the rules 
below to determine what date should be used. 

a) If the appointment has not yet begun: Use the first day of the appointment’s beginning pay period, using the Student 
Payroll Calendar. For example, if the semester in question’s first student & GA pay has the date brackets 01/03/2016 – 
01/16/2016, the date to use would be 01/03/2016. 

b) If the appointment has already begun (this should not happen): Use the first day of the earliest unpaid pay period 
(typically the pay period currently in progress). This is another situation in which the Student Payroll Calendar should be 
used. For example, in a sample scenario, BS2 is the first student and GA pay of the Winter semester (using the date 
brackets from 4a). However, it is 01/19/2016 (a couple days into BS3, which has the date brackets 01/17/2016 – 
01/30/2016) and your GA’s E-PAF has not yet been entered. Despite the fact that your GA may have begun work on 
01/06/2016, you will want to use the Query Date 01/17/2016, as that is the first day of the earliest unpaid pay period. 
There will be a field later in the process to record when the GA in question actually started working in order to process the 
backpay. 
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5) Select the Approval Category from the drop-down menu. Approval Categories are essentially the method of telling the system what 
action you are wishing to take. Note that these actions are general and shared across GA, TA and DF employees, as the PCN 
(Position Control Number), submitted later, is what tells the system what sort of graduate position you are hiring for. See below for an 
explanation of the common Approval Categories. 

a) Grad School Hire, GAHIR: This is the standard hire Approval Category. This is the action to use if your new hire is not 
grant funded and has never been placed within the PCN you intend to use. 

b) Grad School Hire Grant, GAHIRG: This is the Approval Category to use if your new hire (again, GA, TA or DF, it does 
not matter at this point), has never been placed within the PCN you intend to use, but is grant funded. 

c) Grad School Rehire, GARHR: This is the Approval Category to use if your hire has ever been placed within the PCN you 
intend to use, grant funded or not. Even if there has been a gap of several years, if the hire has been placed within the 
PCN in question in the past, GARHR is still the correct Approval Category to use. 

d) Grad School Rehire Grant, GARHRG: This is the Approval Category to use if your new hire has been placed within 
the PCN you intend to use, but is grant funded. 

e) Grad School Termination, GATRM: This is the Approval Category to use if an end date is being applied to a graduate 
employee who is not grant funded. 

f) Grad School Termination Grant, GATRMG: This is the Approval Category to use if an end date is being applied to a 
graduate employee who is grant funded. 

6) Once the Approval Category is selected, all current job assignments should appear toward the bottom of the screen. Also worth 
nothing is the ‘All Jobs’ button, which will display all past jobs held within EMU. Ensure that the appointment being entered does not 
conflict with any current or past assignments (see the Graduate School policies section), and click ‘Go.’ 

7) Be sure to select the bubble under the Select column on the right side of the following screen for the row of the position you wish to 
terminate. Once the correct row is selected, click ‘Go.’ 

 

 
 

8) See the diagram and field breakdowns below for the termination E-PAF’s fields. 
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a) The ending Jobs Effective Date will often auto-populate correctly, but should be checked regardless to ensure that the 
date entered is the last date of the final pay period in which the hire will be employed. For example, if the ending pay 
period has a date range of 12/06/2016 – 12/19/2016, 12/19/2016 would be the date to use. It is always a good idea to 
double check dates using the Student Payroll Calendar. 

b) The ending Personnel Date will likely populate correctly as well, but similar to the ending Jobs Effective Date, always 
double check. The ending Personnel Date should be the last day to be worked by the employee. 

c) The Routing Queue section will auto-populate from the Default Routing queue. If the Routing Queue is incorrect, attempt 
to add, clear or replace members of the queue by changing the Approval Level drop-down, User Name field and Required 
Action drop-down as appropriate. If this does not work once the E-PAF is saved and/or submitted, the current E-PAF 
being entered should be abandoned and the Default Routing Queue updated (see p. X). Once the Default Routing Queue 
is updated, re-enter the E-PAF. 

d) The University Budget (level 45), HR Offices (level 90), Payroll FYI (level 95) and Payroll Apply (level 99) fields are 
always mandatory for graduate employee E-PAFs (be it a hire, termination or appointment change E-PAF). The 
individuals selected for these four mandatory levels will remain the same across all Orgs, whereas the additionally 
necessary Department/Office Approver (level 10) and Dean/Assoc Dean/VP (level 20) approvers will be dependent 
on the Org in question. Grant funded positions should also include a Project Director (level 15) and Grants 
Accounting (level 17) approver. See below for the current individuals required for the four static mandatory levels. 

i) University Budget, 45 – Michelle Campbell (MHADLOCK) – Approve 
ii) HR Offices, 90 – Joshua “Ginny” Bender (JBENDER7) – Approve 

iii) Payroll FYI, 95 – Stephen Miller (SMILL120) – FYI 
iv) Payroll Apply, 99 – Rhonda Linderman (RLINDERMA) – Apply 

 
9) Click Save, then click Submit. Important note: Warning messages will likely appear, which can always be ignored. In the event of Error 

messages however, contact the HR Coordinator (Ginny Bender). Once submitted, send an email notification to all listed as Approvers 
in the Approval Queue to notify that the E-PAF will require their approval soon, if not currently. It is important to submit termination 
E-PAFs at least two weeks prior to the E-PAF’s effective date, as the approval process is often lengthy and may involve several 
tasks requiring completion by approvers before approvals can be processed. 
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EMU Process Guide 
 

Updating the default routing queue 
 

 

 

Important Note – 
The default routing queue for all graduate employment E-PAFs within a single department or organization will 
typically include the same approval levels for each Approval Category. Because of this, it is considered a best 
practice to update all related Approval Categories when a change occurs in approvers for graduate employment E- 
PAFs before any new E-PAFs are entered. 

 
 

1) Once on the E-PAF menu under the Employee tab in My.Emich, click ‘EPAF Originator Summary.’ 
 

 
 

2) Click ‘Default Routing Queue.’ 
 

 
 

3) Select the Approval Category you wish to update, then click ‘Go.’ This should populate the current approval levels for the 
selected Approval Category in order for you to update. 
a) As a note, the system may occasionally require you to first enter the four mandatory approval levels. This will be the 

case if only four lines appear in which to enter approval levels (as seen in the graphic on the next page). Once the four 
mandatory levels are entered, simply click ‘Save and Add New Rows’ to add new rows for the department, dean and 
any other approval levels needed. For more information about mandatory approval levels, please see step 2d on page 
17. 
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4) See the diagram above and field breakdowns below to complete the routing queue update process. 
a) Select the appropriate approval queue level from the dropdown. Next, click the magnifying glass to select the appropriate 

individual for the given approval level. As a note, sometimes the magnifying glass button does not work. In the event that is the 
case, simply type the individual’s Net ID into the User Name field and press enter. 

b) Select the appropriate Required Action for the individual on the perused approval level. Most levels will require the action to be set 
as ‘Approve,’ with some exceptions. 

 
5) Once all approval levels are in place, click ‘Save and Add New Rows.’ Remember, the number next to the title of an 

approval level is an internal system number that will re-order all approval levels entered upon saving, smallest number 
levels to largest number levels. 




